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Computing Manhattan Path-Difference Median
Trees: a Practical Local Search Approach

Alexey Markin and Oliver Eulenstein

Abstract—Median tree problems are powerful tools for inferring large-scale phylogenetic trees that hold enormous promise for society
at large. Such problems seek a median tree for a given collection of input trees under some problem-specific distance. Here, we
introduce a median tree problem under the classic Manhattan path-difference distance. We show that this problem is NP-hard, devise
an ILP formulation, and provide an effective local search heuristic that is based on solving a local search problem exactly. Our
algorithm for the local search problem improves asymptotically by a factor of n on the best-known (naı̈ve) solution, where n is the
overall number of taxa in the input trees. Finally, comparative phylogenetic studies using considerably large empirical data and an
accuracy analysis for smaller phylogenetic trees reveal the ability of our novel heuristic.

Index Terms—Phylogenetic trees, median trees, supertrees, path-difference distance, local search, Manhattan norm.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A BASIC tenet of all biological disciplines is the common
history of all life forms, including all extant species.

The evolutionary relationships among such entities are usu-
ally represented as a bifurcating tree, which is referred to
as a species tree. Large-scale species trees for thousands of
entities hold enormous promise for society at large. While
such trees are fundamental throughout biology, their anal-
ysis and predictive power is also benefitting various other
disciplines, such as agronomy, biochemistry, epidemiology,
environmental sciences, and medical sciences [1], [2], [3], [4].
At the same time inferring large-scale species trees confronts
us with some of the most difficult computational challenges
raised in the field of evolutionary biology today.

Prior to the genomic era, a species tree for a given set of
species was built by constructing an evolutionary tree from
a common gene sampled from those species. Such trees are
called gene trees. The implicit assumption of this approach is
that the evolution of the chosen gene mimics the evolution
of the species themselves. A major problem, however, is that
gene trees for distinct genes can be discordant for the same
set of species, which introduces ambiguity for the resolution
of the actual species tree [5]. Such discordance is frequently
caused by erroneous gene trees, but can also be caused by
genes that have evolved differently due to complex evolu-
tionary processes that have shaped the species’ genomes.

The advent of new sequencing technologies provided an
unprecedented wealth of new gene sequences, holding the
promise of building more resolved and less biased species
trees [6]. In contrast to building a species tree based on
only one gene tree, discordance can now be averaged out
based on the cumulative evidence from thousands of genes
sampled from across the species genomes [7], [8].

Median tree problems have emerged as a powerful tool
for assembling large-scale species trees from discordant
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gene trees, which may represent the evolution of different
sets of species [5]. Such problems seek a median tree for
a given set of input (gene) trees based on some problem-
specific distance; that is, a tree with the minimum overall
distance to the input trees. Median tree measures can be cat-
egorized into mathematically or biologically informed ones.
In the latter case these measures are based on biological
models that explain discordance in the input trees using
evolutionary processes, such as gene duplication and deep
coalescence. In contrast, mathematically oriented measures
attempt to optimize the evolutionary information that is
common to the input trees based on various elementary
representations of the evolutionary relationships in the trees,
e.g., triplets, clusters, or path-distances; such measures are
typically useful when there are erroneous input trees.

Median tree problems have been studied extensively
for many of the well-established distances in comparative
phylogenetics. Notable exceptions, however, are some of
the oldest metrics in comparative phylogenetics, namely
the path-difference distances. Any phylogenetic tree can
be encoded as a so-called path-length vector, where entries
represent path-lengths between two distinct leaves. Given a
pair of trees, path-difference distances measure the distance be-
tween the two corresponding path-length vectors. The dis-
tance can be measured under various vector norms, such as
the Manhattan norm (also known as the Taxicab norm) and
the Euclidean norm; the corresponding metrics are called
the Manhattan path-difference distance and the Euclidean path-
difference distance respectively. The appeal of path-difference
distances is that, unlike many other distances in compar-
ative phylogenetics [9], they can be used to compare any
type of trees, including rooted trees, unrooted trees, and
non-binary trees. In fact, while most distances are not de-
fined to compare trees with branch-lengths, path-difference
distances allow the comparison of such trees. Further, the
path-difference distance is not tied to a biological model,
which can be seen as an advantage, as it suggests a broader
scope of applications of the path-difference median trees.

Despite the appeal and tradition of path-difference dis-
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tances the analysis of median trees under these distances is
still in its infancy. Only recently the median tree problem
under the Euclidean path-difference distance has been ana-
lyzed. While this problem is NP-hard, local search heuristics
have been developed that allow the inference of credible
species tree estimates [10]. However, median tree problems
under any other norm for the path-differences have not been
analyzed.

This work focuses on the computation of median trees
under the Manhattan path-difference distance. We demon-
strate that the respective Manhattan median tree problem is
NP-hard and we employ the classic approach of designing a
local search heuristic to address it. By designing an efficient
local search algorithm we made our method applicable to
significantly large datasets; which in turn allowed us to
present an extensive practice-oriented applicability study of
the heuristic approaches to the problem. The software for
our local search heuristic is freely available from the web-
page http://genome.cs.iastate.edu/ComBio/software.htm.

1.1 Related Work

There has been a large body of work focusing on the bio-
logical, mathematical, and algorithmic properties of median
trees adopting various definitions of distance measures that
have been effectively used in comparative phylogenetics [5].
Path-difference distances describe some of the oldest such
distances [9], [11], [12], [13] and are defined by a distance-
specific norm of the difference between the path-lengths
vectors of the two trees whose distance is measured. Each
of these vectors represents the pairwise distances between
the leaves of the corresponding tree that is the number of
edges on the simple path between the leaves. Steel and
Penny [9] have studied the distribution of the Euclidean
(L2 norm) path-difference distance for unrooted trees. Later,
Mir and Rosello [14] computed the mean value of this
distance for fully resolved unrooted trees with n leaves, and
showed that this mean value grows in O(n3). Recently, it
was shown that the median tree problem under this distance
is NP-hard, and effective local search heuristics have been
developed [10]. Variants of path-difference distances have
been described, including the Manhattan (L1 norm) path-
difference distance [15], and their correlation [16].

While most median tree problems are NP-hard [5], they
have been effectively addressed by local search heuris-
tics [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], which have provided credi-
ble estimates of large-scale species trees [17], [18]. Such a
search heuristic starts with some initial candidate species
tree, and finds a tree with the minimum overall distance
to the given input trees in the local neighborhood of the
initial tree. This constitutes a local search step. The tree
found in a local search step becomes the starting point for
the following local search step, and so on, until a local
minima is reached, which is reported by the heuristic. To
find a tree with minimum distance in a local search step
an instance of a (local) neighborhood search problem is solved
exactly. The time complexity of this neighborhood search
problem depends on the tree edit operation that defines the
local neighborhood, as well as on the computation time of
the tree distance measure that is used. The classic subtree
prune and regraft (SPR) tree edit operation where a subtree

is pruned from the edited tree and then regrafted back into
this tree at another location has been well-studied [22]. The
SPR neighborhood of a tree T is the set of all trees into which
T can be transformed by at most one SPR edit operation,
which consists of Θ(n2) trees, where n is the size of T . Now,
solving the neighborhood search problem for the Manhattan
median tree problem naı̈vely requires Θ(kn4) time, since the
best-known algorithm to compute the Manhattan pairwise
distance for one candidate tree and k input trees requires
Θ(kn2) time. However, computing large-scale species trees
requires typically solving thousands of instances of the
neighborhood search problem, and a neighborhood search
runtime of Θ(kn4) becomes prohibitive.

The effectiveness of standard local search heuristics is
typically highly dependent on the choice of the starting tree.
Traditionally, greedy heuristics are employed to efficiently
construct well-fitting starting trees; that is, trees that con-
sistently have a significantly smaller distance to the input
trees than a randomly chosen tree. An extension of this
approach, a hybrid heuristic, was introduced as a method to
improve the power of the traditional approach by applying
the local search heuristic in multiple stages of constructing
the starting tree itself [10].

1.2 Contribution
Inspired by the well acknowledged study of the Euclidean
median tree problem, we introduce the Manhattan me-
dian tree problem. This problem is NP-hard for its rooted
and unrooted variants, since, as we prove, each of these
variants contains an NP-hard problem as a special case.
Consequently, we apply a standard SPR based local search
heuristic to the Manhattan median tree problem. Since the
naı̈ve complexity of local search iterations does not allow
us to apply a Manhattan median tree heuristic in practice,
we designed an efficient algorithm that exploits structural
properties of the SPR operation. This algorithm is based on
the analysis of the alternation of the path-length vector of
a candidate median tree introduced by an SPR iteration.
While this analysis is independent from the vector norm
of the path-difference distance used as an objective, the al-
gorithms that exploit the corresponding properties in order
to accelerate the local search step were found to depend
heavily on the vector norm used. It turned out that the
core precomputation algorithm developed for the Euclidean
neighborhood search problem [10] is not applicable if we
use the Manhattan norm instead. Hence, we designed a
more sophisticated preprocessing approach to address the
Manhattan neighborhood search problem.

The novel preprocessing algorithm makes extensive use
of dynamic programming and allows us to efficiently an-
swer more elaborate queries to path-difference matrices as
required by the Manhattan median tree heuristic. This al-
gorithm solves an instance of the local neighborhood search
problem inO(kn3) time, which is a significant improvement
in comparison to the best-known naı̈ve approach (namely, a
factor of n), especially when dealing with large-scale tree
assembly problems. We highlight the asymptotic runtime
improvement in practice by presenting a scalability study
comparing the naı̈ve algorithm with our improved algo-
rithm as applied to a Manhattan local search heuristic in
Section 6.1 of our experimental evaluation .
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As mentioned above, the hybrid heuristic was intro-
duced as a powerful framework for practical median tree
estimation. However, practitioners are faced with the prob-
lematic task of identifying suitable heuristics and their cor-
responding parameters to infer best-possible phylogenetic
estimates for their studies. Consequently, we exhibit a pio-
neer extensive evaluation of two major types of the hybrid
heuristic under different parameters on three baseline phy-
logenetic datasets. This experimental study analyzes both
the accuracy and time-efficiency of these heuristics. While
this study compares the performance of the Manhattan me-
dian tree heuristics amongst themselves, we also deducted
a comparative study involving other popular supertree
methods and different cost functions (distance measures) on
standard phylogenetic datasets. The study’s main purpose
is to evaluate the effectiveness of the heuristic approach and
compare the Manhattan median tree approach with other
popular median tree and supetree methods.

In addition to the heuristics, we introduce an integer
linear programming (ILP) formulation of the Manhattan
median tree problem that allows us to solve small in-
stances of the problem exactly. The search space for the
ILP formulation is encoded using the matrix-based tree
representation introduced in [23]. Building on top of that we
introduced variables and constraints allowing to infer path-
lengths between all pairs of leaves. The main challenge in
this formulation was to account for the minus method [24]
that is used in this work for the path-difference distance
calculation. In our final experimental study we further
demonstrate the accuracy of our local search heuristic by
comparing its results with the exact solutions provided by
our ILP formulation on small simulated data sets.

2 BASICS AND PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Basic definitions
Throughout this paper we adhere to the definitions and
notation introduced in [10]. A (phylogenetic) tree T is a rooted
tree, where each leaf is uniquely labeled with a taxon, each
internal node v has exactly two children nodes, denoted by
ChT (v), and each node u except for the root has a single
parent node denoted by PaT (v). In addition, we denote the
node set, edge set and leaf set of T by V (T ), E(T ) and L(T )
respectively. We denote the root by Rt(T ) and a sibling of
each non-root node u by Sb(u). For convenience we say the
root node has an additional (auxiliary) edge coming into it,
denoted by {∞,Rt(T )}. We also set T (v) to be a subtree of
T rooted at some v ∈ V (T ), and T (v) to be a phylogenetic
tree obtained by pruning T (v) from T (in a sense, the tree
complement of T (v)).

We define a partial order �T on the vertex set V (T ),
such that u � v, if v is a node on the path from u to
Rt(T ). Additionally, we say u ≺ v, if u � v and u 6= v.
The least common ancestor (LCA) of two nodes u, v ∈ V (G),
LCAT (u, v), is the furthest from the root node, w, such that
v ≺ w and u ≺ w.

A set of leaves L(T (v)) is called a (lower) cluster of the
node v, and is denoted by Cv . Additionally, we define
Cv := L(T (v)) = L(T )\Cv to be the upper cluster of the
node v. Note that for convenience we identify the leaves in
a phylogenetic tree with the respective labels (taxa).

Fig. 1: Path-separation example in regards to a path
(u0, . . . , ut); the clusters of the illustrated subtrees are la-
beled R0, R1 through Rt, where t > 0. Note that the subtree
with the cluster Rh = Cuh

contains the root of the tree.

Let L ⊆ L(T ) and T ′ be the minimal subtree of T with
the leaf set L. We define the leaf-induced subtree T [L] of T to
be the tree obtained from T ′ by successively removing each
node of degree two (except for the root) and adjoining its
two neighbors (a parent and a child).

Let P be a set of phylogenetic trees {G1, . . . , Gk}. We
extend the definition of a leaf set to a set of trees as follows:
L(P) := ∪ki=1L(Gi). A tree S is called a supertree of P , if
L(S) = L(P). A set of trees P is called compatible if there
exist a supertree T consistent with every tree in P , and a
tree T is consistent with a tree G if T [L(G)] ≡ G.

2.2 Path-difference distance
Given a tree T and two leaves u, v ∈ L(T ), let du,v(T )
denote the length in edges of the unique path between u
and v in T . Let d(T ) be an associated path-length vector
obtained by a fixed ordering of pairs i, j [9], e.g., d(T ) =
(d1,2(T ), d1,3(T ), . . . , dn−1,n(T )), where n is the number of
leaves. Then the path-difference distance (PDD) between two
trees G and S over the same leaf set is defined (for a fixed
p ∈ [1,∞)) as

dp(G,S) := || d(G)− d(S)||p,

where || · ||p denotes an Lp norm of a vector.
Further, we define ∆(G,S) to be a path-difference matrix

of size | L(T )| × | L(T )|. Thats is, ∆i,j(G,S) = di,j(G) −
di,j(S).

2.3 Path-separation of a phylogenetic tree
Let P = (u0, u1, . . . , ut) be a simple path in a phylogenetic
tree T , then we say that P induces a set of disjoint clusters
CP := {R0, R1, . . . , Rt}, such that
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• R0 := Cu0
;

• For 0 < i < t, we have

Ri :=

{
Cui , if ui−1, ui+1 ∈ Ch(ui);

Cw, for w ∈ Ch(ui)\{ui−1, ui+1}.

Note that in the second case w is uniquely defined,
since either ui−1 or ui+1 is the parent of ui and
|Ch(ui)\{ui−1, ui+1}| = 1;

•

Rt :=

{
Cut−1 , if ut = Pa(ut−1);

Cut , otherwise.

•

t⋃
i=0

Ri = L(T ).

Note that one of the clusters Ri for 0 < i ≤ t can be an
empty set. A schematic example of the defined here path-
separation is shown in Figure 1.

3 PATH-DIFFERENCE MEDIAN TREES

Here we introduce a class of path-difference based median
tree problems defined under different vector norms.

We extend the definition of the path-difference distance
to a set of trees. Note that so far PDD is defined only for
two trees over the same leaf set. However, we do not want
to enforce such a restriction on the set of input trees, because
tree-size variations are typically present in real world data.
Therefore, in order to calculate a path-difference distance
under an Lp norm between two trees S and G, where
L(G) ⊆ L(S) we use the minus method [24]. That is, we
calculate a distance between G and the subtree of S induced
by L(G): dp(S,G) = dp(S[L(G)], G). We now define PDD
for an input set P and a supertree S as a sum

dp(P, S) :=

| P |∑
i=1

dp(Gi, S[L(Gi)]).

Given that we establish the following general problem:

Problem 1 (PD median tree (for an Lp norm) – decision
version).
Instance: A set of input trees P and a real number q;
Question: Determine whether there exists a supertree S,

such that dp(P, S) ≤ q.

The PD median tree problem is NP-complete.
We show NP-hardness by describing a polynomial time
reduction from the MaxRTC problem, which is known to
be NP-complete (see [25]).

Problem 2 (Maximum Compatible Subset of Rooted
Triplets – MaxRTC).
Instance: A set of rooted triplets R and an integer

0 ≤ c ≤ |R|;
Question: Is there a subset R′ ⊆ R, such that R′ is

compatible and |R′| ≥ c.
Where a rooted triplet is a phylogenetic tree with exactly three
leaves.

Theorem 3.1. The PD median tree problem under an Lp norm
is NP-complete for any 1 ≤ p <∞.

Proof. This problem belongs to NP . That is, given a su-
pertree S we can in polynomial time determine whether
dp(R,S) ≤ q by directly calculating the distance dp(R,S).
Next, we generalize the NP-hardness proof given in [10] for
a special case of p = 2 to any Lp-norm for 1 ≤ p <∞

We map an instance 〈R, c〉 of the MaxRTC problem to
an instance 〈R, 2

1
p (|R|− c)〉 of the PD median tree problem.

To explain why this transformation works we observe the
following. Assume that S is a supertree of a set of rooted
triplets R = {T1, . . . , Tk}. Then

dp(S[L(Ti)], Ti) =

{
0, if S is consistent with Ti;
2

1
p , otherwise.

Therefore, dp(R,S) = 2
1
p (|R| − c′), where c′ is the number

of triplets in R, which are consistent with S. That is, there
are at least c′ compatible triplets in R, which implies that
〈R, 2

1
p (|R| − c)〉 is a yes-instance for the PD median tree

problem if and only if 〈R, c〉 is a yes-instance of the MaxRTC
problem.

3.1 Unrooted median trees

While in this work we focus on rooted phylogenetic trees,
it is not difficult to see that the unrooted version of the PD
median tree problem is NP-hard as well. Note that in the
unrooted case we seek an unrooted phylogenetic supertree S
that minimizes the dp(P, S) distance. To show NP-hardness
we use the classic NP-complete quartet compatibility prob-
lem [26].

Problem 3 (Quartet compatibility).
Instance: A set of quartets Q;
Question: Is there a supertree S that is consistent with

every quartet in Q.

Where a quartet is an unrooted phylogenetic tree with
four leaves. We observe that dp(S,Q) = 0 for a supertree
S of Q if and only if S is consistent with every quartet
in Q. Therefore, the reduction is given by the mapping of
an instance 〈Q〉 of the quartet compatibility problem to the
instance 〈Q, 0〉 of the unrooted PD median tree problem.

Although results in this section are shown for sets of
input trees, they easily extend to multi-sets. Note that further
in this work we focus on an L1 norm PDD, or as we
additionally refer to it, Manhattan distance. Additionally, we
refer to the PD median tree problem under the L1 norm as
simply Manhattan median tree problem

4 LOCAL SEARCH FOR MANHATTAN MEDIAN TREE
PROBLEM

NP-hard supertree problems are traditionally approached
by standard local search heuristics defined over a tree search
space. Tree search space is commonly defined in terms of a
tree edit operation. In this paper we focus on SPR – one of
the most applied tree edit operations (see [27], [28], [29]).
Below we introduce the needed definitions and formally
state the local neighborhood search problem as applied to
the Manhattan median tree problem.
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4.1 Local neighborhood search problem

Definition 4.1. Given a node v ∈ V (S)\{Rt(S)}, and a node
u ∈ V (S)\(V (S(v))∪{Pa(v)}), SPRS(v, u) is a tree obtained
by the following modifications of the tree S′ = S|v:

1) If u is a root of S′, then a new root w′ is introduced, so that u
is a child of w′. Otherwise, an edge (Pa(u), u) is subdivided
by a new node w′.

2) Connect the pruned subtree S(v) to the node w′.

Further, we define the following sets of trees that can be
obtained from S by performing SPR:

SPRS(v) :=
⋃
u

SPRS(v, u);

SPRS :=
⋃
v,u

SPRS(v, u).

SPRS is called an SPR-neighborhood of a tree S. It is easy
to see from the definition that |SPRS | = O(n2), where n =
| L(S)|.

Given a set of input trees P = {G1, ..., Gk}, the search
space in an SPR neighborhood search problem could be
viewed as a graph T , where nodes represent all existing
supertrees of P . {S1, S2} is an edge in T , if S1 could be
transformed to S2 with a single SPR operation.

At each iteration local search heuristic finds a supertree
S′ in the neighborhood of a current tree S, such that S′

minimizes the cost function that we are interested in. In case
S ≡ S′, the local search stops (reaches a local minimum).
Otherwise, it proceeds to the next iteration with a tree S′.
An instance (single iteration) of the SPR-based local search
algorithm could be formalized as the following problem:

Problem 4 (PD (local) neighborhood search).
Instance: An input set P and a supertree S;
Question: find a tree S′ = arg min

S′∈SPRS

dp(P, S′).

Naı̈ve algorithm for the neighborhood search problems.
Given two trees S and G, one can compute dp(S,G) in
O(n2) time for any p. Therefore, direct computation of the
dp(P, S′) score for each S′ ∈ SPRS would take O(n4k)
time, where n = | L(P)| and k = | P |. Next, we show
how to improve on this complexity under p = 1 (Manhattan
distance).

Let G ∈ P be a fixed input tree, and let Si be a supertree
in the i-th iteration of the local search. Throughout this
section we refer to the restricted tree Si[L(G)] as simply S.

4.2 Local search environment for PD median trees

The SPR neighborhood of a candidate median tree under
the path-difference metric was already well studied for both
Manhattan and Euclidean norms [10]. Here we present the
structure of the SPR neighborhood under the Manhattan
norm in a compact and consistent form.

Let T be a tree in SPRS obtained by pruning some node
v ∈ V (S)\{Rt(S)} and regrafting it above another node w.
It follows that ew = {w,PaS(w)} is the edge, where the new
parent of v was placed as a result of the regrafting operation
(note that ew can be the auxiliary edge {∞,Rt(S)}). Then let
UT = {v = u0, u1, . . . , ut} denote the path in S that starts

with the node v and ends with ew (i.e., ew = {ut−1, ut}.
This path is illustrated in Figure 2a.

Let CUT
= {R0, . . . , Rt} be the set of clusters induced

by the path UT (see section 2.3 for more details).
The key observation in our analysis is that the distance

between two leaves from a same clusterRi is not affected by
the regrafting operation. Further, the inter-cluster difference
is shown in Table 1 (i.e., it depicts the path-difference matrix
∆(T, S)). Having this table, we can find the Manhattan PD
distance d1(T,G) given the distance d1(S,G) for any T ∈
SPRS . That is, let A,B be two elements (clusters) from the
cluster set {Cv, R1, . . . , Rt} and let ∆ denote ∆(S,G) for
brevity, then

d1(T,G)− d1(N,G) =
∑
∀{A,B}

∑
i∈A
j∈B

|∆i,j + dA,B | − |∆i,j |

=
∑
∀{A,B}



dA,B ·#{(i ∈ A, j ∈ B)|∆i,j ≥ −dA,B)}
−dA,B ·#{(i ∈ A, j ∈ B)|∆i,j < −dA,B)}

+2
∑

i∈A,j∈B:−dA,B≤∆i,j<0

∆i,j

−2
∑

i∈A,j∈B:0≤∆i,j<−dA,B

∆i,j

,
(1)

where dA,B denotes the value in the Table 1 corresponding
to the clusters A and B.

4.3 Preprocessing

As the Equation 1 implies, we need to be able to efficiently
answer queries of kind: find a sum/count of elements of
a certain submatrix of ∆, such that those elements are be-
tween specified bounds. In order to do that, we preprocess
the tree S and the matrix ∆ by precomputing certain sums
and counts.

First, we introduce new notation. Let L1, L2 ⊆ L(N),
then Σ≥(L1, L2) is a vector indexed from −(n− 2) to n− 2,
such that

Σ≥(L1, L2)[x] =
∑

i∈L1− L2
j∈L2− L1

: ∆i,j≥x

∆i,j

That is, a sum of path-differences (or cophenetic differences)
across two subsets of leafs, such that those differences
are greater than or equal to a parameter x. Similarly for
“counts”, we have #≥(L1, L2) is a vector indexed from
−(n− 2) to n− 2, such that

#≥(L1, L2)[x] = #{(i ∈ L1− L2, j ∈ L2− L1)|∆i,j ≥ x}

Assume now that we have computed the Σ≥ and #≥
vectors for all pairs of clusters C1 and C2 of S (here we
consider both upper and lower clusters). Then, using Equa-
tion 1, one can compute d1(T,G)−d1(S,G) or dφ,1(T,G)−
dφ,1(S,G) using the following formula:

∑
∀{A,B}


dA,B ·#≥(A,B)[−dA,B ]

−dA,B · (|A||B| −#≥(A,B)[−dA,B ])

+2 sign(dA,B)

(
Σ≥(A,B)[max(−dA,B , 0)]
−Σ≥(A,B)[min(−dA,B , 0)]

)


Next, we present an efficient algorithm for computing
those vectors for all pairs of clusters in S.
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Rt

Rt-1 R2

vut ut-1 u2 u1

R1

(a) The original tree S. The edge shown in red is ew.

Rt

Rt-1 R2

v

ut ut-1 u2
R1

(b) The tree T = SPRS(v, w).

Fig. 2: The two figures schematically show the SPR operation and the way it affects the SPR-path UT . Note that one of the
subtrees, except for S(v) that is depicted in red, could contain a root. Additionally, one of these subtrees could be empty.

TABLE 1: Here 1 < p < t. Values inside the table indicate
the difference in path lengths between leaves from different
subsets, i.e., for i ∈ Cv and j ∈ R1: di,j(T ) = di,j(S)+ t−2.

Cv R1 . . . Rp . . . Rt

Cv 0 t− 2
−2p+ 1

+t
2− t

R1 t− 2 0 −1 0

...

Rp
−2p+ 1

+t
−1 0 1

...

Rt 2− t 0 1 0

4.3.1 Pairs of lower clusters
We are going to compute the vectors
Σ≥(Cx, Cy),#≥(Cx, Cy) for some x, y ∈ V (S) using
dynamic bottom-up approach.

Base case. Assume that x and y are both leaves, then
Σ≥(Cv, Cy)[p] = ∆x,y if p ≤ ∆x,y , and 0 otherwise.
Similarly, #≥(Cv, Cy)[p] = 1 if p ≤ ∆x,y , and 0 otherwise.

Step up. Without loss of generality assume that x is an
internal node (not a leaf), and it has two children c1, c2.
Then we observe that

Σ≥(Cx, Cy) = Σ≥(Cc1 , Cy) + Σ≥(Cc2 , Cy)

#≥(Cx, Cy) = #≥(Cc1 , Cy) + #≥(Cc2 , Cy)

4.3.2 Pairs including upper clusters
Note that we are not interested in vectors for a pair of upper
clusters, since there is exactly one upper cluster among
{R1, . . . , Rt}. Next, we show that we can compute vectors

for pairs, where one of the clusters is upper, using the top-
down strategy.

Base case. Note that Σ≥(CRt(S), Cx) = ~0 and
#≥(CRt(S), Cy) = ~0 for any y ∈ V (S), since CRt(S) = ∅.

Step down. We observe the following relationship for some
node x ∈ V (S)\{Rt(S)}:

Σ≥(Cx, Cy) = Σ≥(CPaS(x), Cy) + Σ≥(CSbS(x), Cy)

#≥(Cx, Cy) = #≥(CPaS(x), Cy) + #≥(CSbS(x), Cy)

That is, to compute vectors for some Cx, we need to
know the vectors for the upper cluster of the parent of x
and for the lower cluster of the sibling of x.

4.3.3 Preprocessing time complexity

The goal of our preprocessing algorithm is to compute Σ≥
and #≥ vectors for all pairs of clusters in S. Note that
there are Θ(n) clusters in S, where n is the number of
taxa. Therefore, we need to compute Θ(n2) vectors, and
each vector is of length 2(n − 2) + 1 = Θ(n). Note that we
can calculate an entry of each vector in O(1) (constant) time
using the dynamic programming approach outlined above.
Therefore, the whole preprocessing step takes an order of
Θ(n3) time.

4.4 Overall neighborhood search time complexity

The preprocessing algorithm outlined in Section 4.3 can be
executed in Θ(n3) time. Note that this algorithm allows us
to compute d1(T,G) in O(n) time for every T ∈ SPRS .
Since |SPRS | = O(n2), we are now enabled to solve
problem 4 for the Manhattan norm in Θ(n3 · | P |) time.

5 INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING SOLUTION

In this section we present an integer linear programming
(ILP) formulation for the Manhattan median tree problem,
which allows us to solve small instances of the problem
exactly.
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5.1 ILP formulation
In order to encode a space of phylogenetic trees we utilize
the structure presented in [23]. A phylogenetic tree is en-
coded as a binary hierarchy – a binary matrix of size n×n−2,
where rows represent taxa (one row for each taxon), and
columns represent non-trivial clusters of the tree. A binary
variable Mi,c = 1 if and only if a taxon i is contained in the
cluster c.

To ensure that such a matrix contains only non-trivial
clusters, we add the following constraint:

2 ≤
n∑
i=1

Mi,c ≤ n− 2, ∀1 ≤ c ≤ n− 2.

Compatibility. Further, the three-gamete conditions [30] are
used in order to make sure that a matrix M represents a
valid phylogenetic tree, i.e., clusters are compatible. The
(0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1) gametes are inferred using the follow-
ing variables for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ c1, c2 ≤ n − 2 (see [23]
for more details):

C01(c1, c2) ≥ −Mi,c1 +Mi,c2

C10(c1, c2) ≥Mi,c1 −Mi,c2

C11(c1, c2) ≥Mi,c1 +Mi,c2 − 1

Now, to enforce compatibility for any two clusters c1
and c2 we add the constraint C01(c1, c2) + C10(c1, c2) +
C11(c1, c2) = 2.
Uniqueness. If we rearrange the columns of a matrix M , the
corresponding tree would not change. Therefore, to enforce
unique matrix representation of a tree we supply a linear
order on the columns (here we treat columns as binary
integers), and thereby prohibiting column rearrangements:

n∑
i=1

2i−1Mi,c ≥
n∑
i=1

2i−1Mi,c+1, ∀1 ≤ c ≤ n− 3

Path-Difference variables. Note that all the variables that
we are going to introduce are integers. Let PL(i, j) be a
variable that equals to a path-length between two taxa i and
j in a tree S represented by the matrix M . We define it as
follows:

PL(i, j) = D(i) +D(j)− 2D(i, j), ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ n

Here D(i) is a depth of a taxon i in S (length of the path
between Rt(S) and i). While D(i, j) is a depth of the least
common ancestor of i and j, LCA(i, j), in S. D(i) could
be calculated by counting the number of clusters, where i
appears, i.e.

D(i) =
n−2∑
c=1

Mi,c + 1, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.

In order to calculateD(i, j) we need to introduce a few more
variables:

In(c, i, j) ≥Mi,c +Mj,c − 1, ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, 1 ≤ c ≤ n− 2

In(c, i, j) ≤Mi,c, ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, 1 ≤ c ≤ n− 2

In(c, i, j) ≤Mj,c, ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, 1 ≤ c ≤ n− 2

In(c, i, j) is a binary variable, which is 1 if and only
if a cluster c contains both taxa i and j. Note that the

first inequality assures that In(c, i, j) equals one, when c
contains i and j, while the second and third constraints
assure that In(c, i, j) is 0 otherwise. Now, we can calculate
D(i, j) as follows:

D(i, j) =
n−2∑
c=1

In(c, i, j), ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ n

Note that if all the trees in the input to our median tree
problem were over the same taxa set, the ILP formulation
would be almost complete. However, when it is not the case,
we need to accommodate for the minus method used for cal-
culating path-difference distance. Therefore, we introduce
the following binary variables:

Above(k, i) ≥ D(k, i)−D(k) + 1 ∀1 ≤ i, k ≤ n

Above(k, i) ≥ (D(k)−D(k, i))

n− 2
∀1 ≤ i, k ≤ n

Above(k, i) +Above(k, i) = 1 ∀1 ≤ i, k ≤ n

Here Above(k, i) and Above(k, i) are two complemen-
tary variables. The constraints assert that Above(k, i) = 1 if
and only if the parent of a node with a taxon k lies on the
path from Rt(S) to i.

Let now k, i, j be three taxa in the tree S represented by
a matrix M . Then a binary variable Affects(k, i, j) equals
1 if and only if Pa(k) is on the path from i to j in S. The
following constraints enforce this relationship:

Max above(k, i, j) ≥ Above(k, i)

Max above(k, i, j) ≥ Above(k, j)

Min above(k, i, j) ≤ Above(k, i)

Min above(k, i, j) ≤ Above(k, j)

Max above(k, i, j) +Min above(k, i, j) = Above(k, i)
+Above(k, j)

Max above(k, i, j),Min above(k, i, j) ∈ {0, 1}

Affects(k, i, j) = Max above(k, i, j)−Min above(k, i, j)

Now we are ready to introduce path-difference variables
that would be used in the objective function. Let G be some
tree from the input P and let MG be a set of “missing” taxa
in G. That is, MG = L(P) − L(G). We introduce a variable
PD(G, i, j) for two taxa i and j which equals di,j(G,S) if
i, j ∈ L(G) and 0 otherwise. That is

PD(G, i, j) =


dij(G)− PL(i, j)

+
∑
k∈MG

Affects(k, i, j),
i, j ∈ L(G)

0, otherwise.

This leads us to the following objective function:

min
∑
G∈P

∑
i<j

|PD(G, i, j)|.

Finally, we need to eliminate absolute values from the
objective function. In order to do it we introduce a set of
auxiliary variables:

APD(G, i, j) ≥ PD(G, i, j)

APD(G, i, j) ≥ −PD(G, i, j).
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It is easy to verify that the following objective function
is equivalent to the original one:

min
∑
G∈P

∑
i<j

APD(G, i, j).

5.2 Complexity analysis
The Affects and PD,APD variable groups contribute the
largest number of variables as well as constraints. There are
O(n3) Affects variables and O(n3) constraints are needed
to guarantee its correctness. Further, there are O(kn2) of
PD and APD variables and the same order of constraints
involving them. In total, we have O(n3 +kn2) variables and
constraints in our ILP formulation.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness
of local search heuristics implemented on the base of the
novel algorithm introduced in Section 4. We conducted four
studies designed to demonstrate the applicability of the
Manhattan median tree (MMT) heuristics. In the first study
we present a scalability analysis for the simplest random-
restart heuristic type on artificially generated tree datasets.
Next, we present an extensive applicability study of the
MMT framework by comparing two powerful heuristic
paradigms using different parameters. This study is de-
signed to help practitioners with a choice of the heuristic
that provides the most credible results. In our third study
we validate our method against other popular supertree
software on empirical phylogenetic datasets, and compare
resulting trees under multiple relevant objectives. At last,
we demonstrate the performance of our ILP formulation
and compare the heuristic results with the corresponding
exact ones on simulated data.

6.1 Scalability analysis
Here we demonstrate the difference in runtime between the
heuristic that uses the naı̈ve local search algorithm and the
heuristic that uses our improved algorithm that employs
the dynamic programming approach. The runtime curve of
the improved heuristic depicts how an expected local search
convergence (to the local minimum) time grows with the
increase of the total number of taxa.

When we presented the local search heuristic in Section 4
we did not describe how to determine the starting tree that is
used to initiate searching the tree-space. A simple approach
is to select this tree at random, and the corresponding local
search heuristic is referred to as random restart heuristic. This
heuristic is most appropriate for our scalability analysis,
since other more involved methods, which will be discussed
in the following study, utilize time-expensive tree building
heuristics to determine the starting tree, and thus introduce
bias to the pure local-search runtime.

6.1.1 Experimental setting
The two heuristics were implemented in Java 1.8 and
tested on a standard workstation with an Intel Core i7 2.5
GHz CPU under the Windows 7 operating system. For the
runtime evaluation of the methods we generated multiple
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Fig. 4: The graph shows the growth of Manhattan median
tree heuristics’ runtime with the increase of the number of
taxa

datasets with random input trees. All datasets consist of 10
trees where the number of taxa is varying from 10 to 120
with a step of 10. Both the naı̈ve and the improved heuristics
were executed 5 times on each dataset.

6.1.2 Results
Figure 4 depicts the average run-times over the 5 trials. We
observe that the naı̈ve heuristic’s runtime grows much faster
than our improved heuristic’s runtime. Note that the naı̈ve
heuristic’s curve “cuts out” at around 80 taxa, while the
other curve carries on much further. The figure exhibits the
significance of the here introduced fast algorithm, since it
allows us to apply the MMT heuristics to datasets of much
larger scale than it was possible previously.

6.2 Heuristic performance in practice
While above we discuss the theoretical algorithm for speed-
ing up the local search approach, in practice it is very impor-
tant to use the right local search paradigm in order to obtain
the most credible median tree estimates in reasonable time.
In this section we describe two state-of-the-art heuristic
approaches that were efficiently implemented in Java, and
evaluate them under different parameter settings.

When applying the local search idea, it is very important
to carefully select a starting tree (also referred to as a seed)
for the final local search phase. That is, instead of taking a
random tree as a seed, as we did in the previous section,
we would like to construct a starting tree that by itself is
already a good estimate for a median tree. This approach is
expected to result in much better estimates of the median
trees as opposed to the random restart method. Therefore,
traditionally, computation of supertrees using a local search
approach (in a standard tree-search space) is divided into
two phases. In Phase I the seed is built incrementally by
greedily adding taxa one-by-one minimizing the objective
distance-function. In Phase II the local search heuristic is
launched with the seed tree as a starting tree. We refer to
this approach as a two-phase heuristic.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the random and greedy hybrid heuristics for MMT under different parameters on three baseline
phylogenetic datasets.

An extension of this idea, called a hybrid heuristic, was
first introduced in [10]. The hybrid heuristic, in a sense,
intervenes the two phases of the traditional approach by
making use of the local search method while constructing
the seed. In this scenario local search is launched multiple
times and not only on the final phase. The hybrid approach
requires a user-specified parameter, 1 ≤ δ ≤ | L(P)| (lies
between 1 and the number of taxa in the input), that deter-
mines how often the local search is attempted. Algorithmi-
cally this idea can be formalized as the following function:

1: function HYBRIDHEURISTIC(Input tree collection P , pa-
rameter δ)

2: Initialize an empty tree S
3: while | L(S)| < | L(P)| do
4: Add δ new randomly chosen taxa from L(P) to

the tree S;
5: Run local search starting with the augmented S;
6: Set S to be the tree on the last iteration of the

local search run;
7: end while
8: return S
9: end function

We deliberately do not formalize the step 4 in the above
algorithm outline, the addition of δ new taxa to a partially
constructed supertree S, because there are multiple ways to
achieve that. Ideally, we would want to solve the following
computational problem:
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Fig. 5: The Manhattan distance statistics for the greedy
hybrid heuristic on the Seabirds dataset. The graph shows
only the greedy hybrid approach to exhibit the points clearer
then it is done in Figure 3

Instance: A set of input trees P , partially constructed
supertree S, and a set of taxa X , such that
X ∩ L(S) = ∅ and |X| = δ;

Goal: Find a tree S′, such that L(S′) = L(S) ∪ X , S
is compatible with S′ (i.e., S′ contains S), and
d1(S′,P) is minimized.

However, this problem is computationally hard, as fol-
lows from the NP-hardness of the Manhattan median tree
problem. Instead, to make the idea applicable in pactice, we
use one of the strategies explained below to add δ new taxa,
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and then run local search to approximate the desired tree S′.
There are two computationally feasible strategies for adding
new taxa

1) Greedy hybrid heuristic. We choose a random ordering
of the δ new taxa, and add them greedily one-by-one
on the best positions to the tree; that is, we consider all
positions for a new taxon in the tree and choose the one
that minimizes the distance to the input trees.

2) Random hybrid heuristic. We again choose a random
ordering of the δ new taxa and add them on-by-one,
but at the random positions in the tree.

Note that if we set δ = | L(P)|, then the random hybrid
heuristic simply becomes the random-restart method, while
the greedy hybrid heuristic turns into the traditional two-
phase heuristic. Therefore, the presented hybrid framework
is a generalization of the two. In this section we compare
the performance of these hybrid approaches given different
parameters δ. This comparison will give practitioners the
insight on how to choose the most suitable parameter δ.

6.2.1 Data Sets

Following the pioneer work on the path-difference me-
dian trees [10] we evaluate the heuristics on the following
baseline phylogenetic datasets, the Marsupials dataset [31]
(contains 272 taxa and 158 trees) and the Cetartiodactyla
dataset [32] (contains 299 taxa and 201 trees). These datasets
are considerably large in size and appear frequently in
phylogenetic studies (see, for example, [28], [33], [34], [35]).
Additionally, we analyze the Seabirds dataset [36] (contains
121 taxa and 7 trees), which is significantly smaller in
size than the other two, and, therefore, allows for a more
extensive investigation statistically.

6.2.2 Experimental setting

We designed a study to obtain multiple median tree es-
timates using different values for the parameter δ. For
the larger datasets, Marupials and Cetartiodactyla, we es-
timated median trees under the values of δ = 1 and
δ = 20%, 40%, ..., 100% of the respective dataset’s taxa
number. For each of the listed values of δ, the heuristics
(random and greedy hybrid heuristics) were set to run for
24 hours (under each setting). During this period of time
both heuristics were able to compute from 5 to 10 different
trees for each listed value of δ.

As for the Seabirds dataset, due to its relatively small
size, we were able to analyze a larger number of different
values for the parameter δ by computing median trees for
each of them. That is, we considered a range of δ = 1
and δ = 10%, 20%, 30%, ..., 100%. For each of those δ
settings we estimated 50 median trees using each of the two
heuristics. For example, we constructed 50 trees using the
random hybrid heuristic with the setting δ = 1, and another
50 trees were constructed using the greedy hybrid heuristic
with the same setting.

From every run we gathered statistics about the runtime
of computing a single median tree estimate and the resulting
Manhattan distance of the estimated tree to the correspond-
ing input trees.

6.2.3 Results
For each dataset and each parameter δ used, we report
the median runtime among all runs performed by each
heuristic and the median distance values (note that we use
the median, since we want the statistic to be less affected by
the possible outliers). Figures 3 and 5 depict the obtained
results. First of all, we observe that for δ > 1 the greedy
heuristic outperforms the random heuristic on average both
in terms of the runtime and distance. As for δ = 1 we see
that the results do not differ very much; this can be ex-
plained by the fact that the strategy for adding a single taxon
does not affect the result too much. Note that wherever we
position the new taxon, the SPR neighborhood will contain
all other possibilities.

Focusing on the greedy hybrid heuristic, we observe
that for δ = 1 the mean runtime is significantly worse than
the mean runtime for other applied δ > 1. We observe that
for all three datasets – for all of them the δ = 1 runtime
is approximately two times the observed runtimes for other
values of δ. On the other hand, it appears that the mean
runtime for the values of δ ≥ 10% is rather stable, although
fluctuates noticeably. Note that the runtimes, for instance on
the settings δ = 20% and δ = 60% are very close for all three
datasets, despite the fact that for δ = 20% we launch the
local search heuristic much more frequently. This suggests
that when we run the local search more frequently, we can
expect that for every run it takes fewer iterations to converge
to a local minimum, which results in a compensation in
the runtime. Next, we observe that the median Manhattan
distance tends to grow with the increase of δ – this, we again
observe for all three datasets. While we present the median
values, we exclude the analysis of the sample variances of
the runtimes and distances from this study. In fact, we were
not able to observe any significant patterns in the variances,
which might be explained by the insufficient number of
samples for variance estimation (maximum 10 runs due to
the vast complexity of the study on large datasets).

To sum up, the performed analysis suggests that setting
smaller values for δ (e.g., 10% − 20% of the overall taxa
number) is beneficial in terms of the expected distance (i.e.,
this would result in better median tree estimates), and does
not give any observable difference in runtime as compared
to the traditional two-phase method (i.e., δ = 100%). For
smaller datasets it appears more reasonable to set δ = 1,
since the runtime is not a critical component in this case.

6.3 Evaluation against other supertree methods
The MMT heuristic comparison presented in the previous
study does not provide sufficient insight into how well
those heuristics achieve their objective. Given the scale of
the data sets used previously, it is not possible to compute
the Manhattan median tree exactly. Therefore, we deducted
a comparative study evaluating how heuristics with other
objectives perform under the L1 PD distance. Indeed, we
expect that our Manhattan median tree heuristics perform
best in this study. However, a negative outcome would
question the ability of our method.

6.3.1 Experimental setting
In order to evaluate the performance of the MMT heuristic
we compare it against other phylogenetic methods includ-
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TABLE 2: Empricial evaluation of supertree methods over two published phylogenetic datasets. The best scores under each
objective function are shown in bold.

Data set Method L1 PD score L2 PD score Triplet-sim MAST-sim Pars. score

Marsuplial
158 input trees

272 taxa

MMC 1,681,015 16,670.45 51.73 % 53.4 % 3901
MRP 515,257 5,694.59 98.29 % 71.6 % 2274

TH(SPR) 515,906 5,866.27 98.99 % 70.3 % 2312
TH(TBR) 517,274 5,888.22 98.99 % 70.4 % 2317

EMT 327,379 4,380.77 85.24 % 67.0 % 2869
MMT 323,909 5,063.34 54.68 % 57.6 % 3817

Cetartiodactyla
201 input trees

299 taxa

MMC 918,639 16,206.17 70.03 % 51.5 % 4929
MRP 365,870 6,991.36 96.49 % 65.2 % 2603

TH(SPR) 403,233 7,630.03 97.28 % 63.1 % 2754
TH(TBR) 401,327 7,591.13 97.28 % 63.0 % 2754

EMT 258,836 5,639.24 85.98 % 61.0 % 3394
MMT 258,424 6,142.98 66.28 % 54.2 % 4218

ing the Euclidean (L2 norm) median tree (EMT) heuris-
tic [10]. In addition, we included the traditional maximum
representation with parsimony (MRP) supertree heuris-
tic [29], the exact modified min-cut (MMC) algorithm [37],
and the triplet heuristic (TH) for the triplet median tree
problem [33].

While the MRP supertree problem is NP-hard [38], ex-
isting MRP heuristics are among the most applied supertree
methods in evolutionary biology [5]. In this study we use
supertrees obtained by the MRP local search algorithm
implemented in PAUP* [29] under the tree bisection and
reconnection (TBR) edit operation [33]. Note that the TBR
edit operation is an extension of the SPR operation, where
the pruned subtree is allowed to be re-rooted before re-
grafting it. The MMC algorithm is the only polynomial-
time supertree algorithm in this study. In addition, this
algorithm was shown to satisfy certain “desirable” prop-
erties formulated by Steel et. al. [39], and therefore was
suggested for its use on large-scale phylogenetic inference
problems [37]. Finally, the triplet heuristic is a local search
algorithm that addresses the well-studied NP-hard triplet
median tree problem [33]. We use supertrees constructed
using the triplet heuristic based on both SPR and TBR
local searches, abbreviated by TH(SPR) and TH(TBR) re-
spectively.

For estimating Manhattan median trees we use the
greedy hybrid heuristic approach with the parameter setting
δ = 30. Note that δ = 30 is slightly higher than 10% of the
overall taxa for both datasets, following the recommenda-
tion of the previous study. That way we present a “fair”
comparison, while we demonstrated that we obtain more
credible median tree estimates using the setting δ = 1.

6.3.2 Results
The evaluation results are summarized in Table 2. The
phylogenetic supertrees obtained by different methods were
assessed using relevant objectives: Manhattan (L1) and Eu-
clidean (L2) PD distances, triplet similarity (which is used
as a maximization criterion in the triplet heuristic), parsi-
mony score (minimization criterion for the MRP heuristic).
In addition, we present the maximum agreement subtree
(MAST) scores (i.e., the average percentage over the largest
agreement subtrees between a supertree and each input tree

in proportion to the total tree size) for the computed su-
pertrees. As expected, we observe that our MMT algorithm
produced the best supertrees in regards to the Manhattan
PD distance. We also see that EMT heuristic produced
trees that perform comparably well in terms of Manhattan
distance to the trees produced by MMT. Further, we observe
a similar relationship under the Euclidean distance. This
suggests that Manhattan and Euclidean distance search
spaces for local search are highly correlated.

On the other hand, the table reveals that the MMT
median trees perform worse than traditional MRP and TH
supertrees on such objectives as triplet similarity, MAST
similarity, and parsimony score. It is worth noting that all
three objective functions depend heavily on the rootings of
the trees under comparison, while this is not quite the case
with the path-difference distances. That is, the root affects
the path-difference score, but not as significantly as with
other objectives.

Distributions. In general, having exact distance distribu-
tions over supertree spaces is highly beneficial while evalu-
ating experimental results. However, currently there are no
known efficient algorithms that would allow us to obtain
PDD distributions even for a single input tree under any
vector-norm [14]. Therefore, to further analyze the results
we estimated the distribution of Manhattan distances on
random sample data for both datasets as it was performed
previously for the Euclidean distance [10]. That is, we
generated two supertree collections with 5000 trees for
each phylogenetic dataset discussed above. One collection
was generated under the uniform binary tree distribution,
and another collection using the Markovian branching pro-
cess [40]. Next, we processed each supertree collection and
obtained corresponding sample datasets with raw Manhat-
tan distances. These samples allowed us to estimate the
distance distributions and map the results from Table 2 on
them (see Figure 6).

Once again, we observe how close the results for Man-
hattan and Euclidean heuristics are. In addition, both triplet
heuristic and MRP produced trees that are better in distance
terms than any of the random trees drawn from the uniform
distribution. On the other hand, Markovian trees show a
quite significant bias in regards to our distance measure
(i.e., the sample mean value is almost twice as small as the
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Fig. 6: Histograms of the Manhattan PD distances based on the generated tree samples. The dotted lines mark the distances
for the supertrees assembled by different methods.

TABLE 3: MAST similarity scores between supertree estimates constructed via different phylogenetic methods.

MMT EMT MRP TH(SPR) TH(TBR)

Marsupials

EMT 0.2390 - - - -
MRP 0.2059 0.4154 - - -

TH(SPR) 0.2169 0.4081 0.6029 - -
TH(TBR) 0.2169 0.4044 0.6103 0.8272 -

MMC 0.1434 0.1949 0.2243 0.2279 0.2279

Cetartiodactyla

EMT 0.2742 - - - -
MRP 0.2742 0.4181 - - -

TH(SPR) 0.2542 0.3679 0.5385 - -
TH(TBR) 0.2575 0.3712 0.5518 0.9097 -

MMC 0.1472 0.1605 0.2843 0.2408 0.2375

sample mean value for the equiprobable trees). Surprisingly,
as a result, many Markovian random trees are better as
Manhattan median trees than MRP and TH supertrees (this
is observed for both empirical datasets). Note that this was
not the case for the estimated distributions of Euclidean
distances [10], where MRP and TH trees were better than
any of the generated Markovian trees. On a separate note,
MMC supertrees show a negative bias in regards to the
Manhattan distance, which is also true for the Euclidean
distance.

Comparing supertrees. Table 2 exhibits how well supertrees
generated by different methods fit the corresponding input
trees under multiple objectives. While it is difficult to argue,
which objective is the most accurate and important one
(in terms of evolutionary history), we can analyze how the

computed supetrees compare among themselves.

To do that we choose a single best-fitting tree for each
supertree method. For example, among 20 trees computed
by the MRP heuristic, we choose the one with the smallest
parsimony score over the input dataset. Note that we do so
for both Marsupial and Cetartiodactyla datasets. Next, we
compare those best-fitting trees using the maximum agree-
ment subtree similarity function. Note that we choose MAST
for comparison, since it is an “independent” similarity-
function not used as an objective by any of the supertree
methods under consideration. Table 3 depicts the resulting
similarity matrix.

From this matrix we observe that MMT supertrees are
most closely related to EMT supetrees. However, this simi-
larity is still very subtle when compared to the similarities
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TABLE 4: Evaluation of ILP performance against the local search heuristic on small instances of the median tree problem.
“LS runs” row shows how many local search runs it took to find an optimal solution by the heuristic, and “LS runtime”
records a cumulative runtime of the first LS runs.

ntaxa n=4 n=6 n=8 n=10
ntrees k=5 k=10 k=20 k=100 k=5 k=10 k=20 k=100 k=5 k=10 k=20 k=100 k=5

Optimal MPDD 17 34 87 431 66 173 322 1686 181 375 799 4154 350
ILP runtime (s) 0.07 0.16 0.20 0.53 1.21 3.03 9.47 7.10 704 481 402 653 10531

LS runs 1 1 1 2 1 5 1 3 1 2 10 3 8
LS runtime (s) 1.75 1.06 1.13 3.99 2.32 9.25 3.11 17.39 4.67 8.38 65.46 39.23 51.39

between other supertrees (e.g., EMT and MRP, or MRP and
TH). It suggests that although the Euclidean and Manhattan
median tree objectives are correlated, the corresponding
heuristics produce structurally different trees.

6.4 ILP evaluation
The ILP approach enables us to compute Manhattan median
tree exactly for small instances of phylogenetic datasets (to
a scale that is prohibitive for exact brute-force approaches).
By comparing the local search algorithm results to the exact
solutions, we estimate the effectiveness of the SPR-driven
heuristic.

6.4.1 Experimental setting
For evaluation of our ILP formulation we artificially gener-
ated several instances of the Manhattan median tree prob-
lem with random input trees. The size of the generated
datasets varied both in terms of the number of taxa and
trees. To carry out our experiments we used a Gurobi
MILP optimizer [41]. The largest instance of the Manhattan
median tree problem that we obtained exact results for
consisted of 5 phylogenetic trees over 10 taxa. In addition,
we ran the presented local search heuristic on the generated
problem instances (20 times each).

6.4.2 Results
Table 4 depcits the results of the performed experiments. It
can be seen that the runtime of the ILP solver grows very
fast with increase of the number of taxa. We also observe
that the local search algorithm was able to reach a global
minimum within the first ten runs on each instance, while
being significantly faster than the ILP solver on larger inputs
(i.e., n = 8 and 10).

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Large-scale phylogenetic inference problems are among the
central computational problems in evolutionary biology.
Computationally efficient median tree and supertree ap-
proaches bring the scale of phylogenetic analysis to unprece-
dented levels.

While MRP is one of the predominant supertree method
in this area [5], different tree assembly methods could be
applied to provide alternative viewpoints on evolution-
ary events. As the presented experimental studies suggest,
phylogenetic trees constructed using two different path-
difference distance heuristics (for Manhattan and Euclidean
median tree problems) do not strongly correlate with the
supertrees constructed using other popular methods. Thus,

we can pose these methods as a valuable alternative to
MRP. At the same time, Table 3 showed that Manhattan and
Euclidean median trees do not bear much similarity accord-
ing to the maximum agreement subtree criterion. Therefore,
the two cases are worth being examined independently.
Further, the distribution analysis performed for Manhattan
and Euclidean distances suggests the distribution space of
the two metrics is rather different.

In this work we generalized the path-difference median
tree problem for any Lp vector norm and showed that the
corresponding problems are NP-hard. While there already
exists an efficient local search heuristic for the Euclidean
median tree problem [10], here we introduce a related
algorithm for the Manhattan median tree problem with a
more involved preprocessing step that accommodates the
complexity of dealing with absolute values. Interestingly,
the described preprocessing schema can be directly applied
to the Euclidean median tree algorithm, but not vice versa.
The developed algorithm solves an instance of the local
neighborhood search problem in O(kn3). The experimental
results suggest that our heuristic can handle input datasets
with several hundreds of taxa in reasonable time and is
scalable in regards to the number of trees in the input (as
k is a linear factor in the runtime).

While an efficient algorithm enables us to estimate large-
scale Manhattan median trees, in our hybrid heuristic study
we show that the local search approach used makes an
enormous difference in the quality of estimates. The greedy
hybrid approach turned out to be able to provide a signif-
icant boost in accuracy of the heuristic without negatively
affecting the speed on average.

Further, we developed an ILP formulation that can be
applied to find exact solutions for considerably small Man-
hattan median tree problem instances (up to 10 taxa as
experiments show). The comparison of the ILP performance
to the local search performance on the simulated data en-
abled us to additionally justify the merit of the developed
heuristic, since it was able to find global minima quite fast.

Encouraged by the promising results of our method,
future research will investigate further into the ability and
applicability of our method in practice in large-scale com-
parative studies, as well as studying its theoretical proper-
ties.

While there is a great interest in weighted phylogenetic
trees (see TimeTree database [42] for example), none of the
widely applied supertree methods is capable of constructing
credible weighted trees. The path-difference median tree
approache, however, has a clear potential of changing that
and boosting the development of large time-annotated trees
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of life.
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